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Bayanatona
The Decision Support Unit
Budling a Single Point of Truth Using 
Intelligent Enterprise Data Management



The project aiming to design fully optimized enterprise data warehouse data 
management platform solutions, data integration, data governance, and 
business intelligence (BI) using the latest global technology, best training in data 
modeling, reporting solutions, consolidating and migrating existing data into an 
enterprise data warehouse that become extremely important for preserving the 
historical assets of the data as well as support to recognize the current 
challenges, progress rate and predict the coming indicators.

Project
Background As part of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s 

strategy towards the 2030 vision, the 
Ministry of Housing has launched 
“Bayanatona: The Decision Support Unit.”



Main Project Objectives
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Design a single 

point of truth 
Establish a data 

governance 
framework

Data Stewardship 
establishment for 

data sources

Build data assets 
inventory

Identify business 
data products
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products

Build
dashboards



SOLUTION &
APPROACH



Current
State

Work Stream 1
Data inventory

Data source
Identification

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Data cataloguing
and classification
of master,
referential,
transactional data,
meta& unstructured
data

End to end data
flow and lifecycle
diagrams

Data profiling &
documentation

Data quality
assessment

Work Stream 2
Diagnostic
assessment

Benchmarking
against regional
& global leaders

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6

Target model
development

System / technical
maturity
assessment

Master data
maturity
assessment

Data gap & root
cause analysis

Strategic and risk
valuation of
existing data

Work Stream 3
Data
governance

Governance
operating model
and framework

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

Roles and
responsibility
definition

Monitoring
framework & data
quality KPIs

Governance
implementation
roadmap

Data governance
training

Priority scoping
requirement

Work Stream 4
Technical
implementation

Data governance
policy scoping

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7

Cataloguing and
glossary
implementation

Data quality
metrics
implementation

Monitoring
dashboard
scoping

Enterprise
conceptual data
model

Master test plan
and user
acceptance
testing

Operations guide
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A Proven Consulting
Methodology



A new business unit was established to be responsible for 
aligning data governance and data strategy with the overall 
ministry’s strategy and act as the single point of contact with 
respect to data with external parties (regulators, government, 
national security teams, etc.)

Set-up  a Decision
Support Unit (DSU)
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GOVERN
Data

Integration

Data Quality
Management

Enterprise
Data Catalog

Enterprise
Modelling

BI and analytics 
solution

Integrate Cleanse &
Monitor

Discover

Architect

Represent

Access, integrate, cleanse, 
match,  and enhance data1

Create and discover data 
lineage and data domains for 
data improvement3

Design and Model data across 
the enterprise4

Design & implement required 
business reports and analytics 
dashboard5

Profile, monitor & govern
data quality2

Before After

An integrated data
modernization approach 
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Data 
Governance 
Organization

Benefit
Data Governance 

Strategy & Programs

Data Governance 
Organization

Data Governance 
Operating Model

Enablers

Focus Areas

Technology

Riks and 
Compliance

Business Benefit

Drivers

Vision

Mission

Objectives

Business Case

Scope

Programs/Projects

KPIs & success 
criteria

Sponsor

Data governance 
steering committee

Data governance 
council

Data stewardship 
organization

Data governance 
office

Data governance 
operating model

Accountability & 
decision right

Data Governance 
Operating Model

Principal

Policies - Standards

Controls

Data Governance 
processes

Education

Communication

Data architecture –
Data modeling

Metadata (data catalog, 
business glossary, ..etc)

Data quality

Data privacy & protection

Information life cycle 
management

Master data management

Reference data 
management

Data integration

Data architecture

Metadata (Data Catalog, 
Business Glossary, ..etc)

Data quality
Data modeling

Data privacy & protection

Information life cycle 
management

Master data management

Reference data 
management

Data governance 
management

Data Governance
Framework

A set of components and practices that constitutes a way of delivering data 
governance. It provided clarity about DG initiative, easy to communicate and it 
is a way to keep focus on bringing success and value to the organization.
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Assign Roles & responsibilities required to acquire this setup with support from highest authority in the ministry

Assign SPOC for each Dept. to share all reports, KPIs and activate escalation process

Assign Business & technical SME

Assign IT resources to provide write access on the required data & provide needed infrastructure

Workshop discussion will cover all products and process cycle

• Data Governance Foundation
• Data Governance Organization Structure 
• Operating model
• Standard policies and processes following DAMA as per customer requirements. 
• Establish a new department – Decision Support Unit “DSU”

Data Manageent Platform
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Data Strategy and Modeling

Metadata Intelligence Platform

Analytics Capabilities

Data Quality Framework

Data Governance Framework

Technical and business benefits



CHALLENGES

Large and diverse 
client team: 

conducted business 
analysis and 
requirements 

gathering from

16 
departments

Tight 
project 

schedule

1 2
Studied, validated, 

assessed, proposed 
and confirmed

729
business terms

and

861
KIPs

across

+25
source systems

 of structured, 
semi-structured and 

unstructured data.

3
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1 2
3 4

Design and Model data across 
the enterprise

Apply the best business 
processes strategies in project 

managementt

Highly qualified business, engineering 
and project management team 
members with strong hands-on and 
in-depth competencies in Enterprise 
Data Warehousing Implementation 
Consultation and Project Management

Follow a sound and well-tested 
approach adopted to ensure 
excellence at every stage

BBI
Advantages



The Ministry of Housing is a cabinet-level government ministry 
in Saudi Arabia was established in 2011 by a royal decree and 
responsible for the supervision of the housing in the Kingdom.

The Ministry also stimulate the development of housing 
products and supplying real estate

ABOUT
MoH

www.housing.sa 
/SaudiHousing



Founded in 2009, BBI is a global information technology 
consultancy firm serving enterprise businesses in a diverse 
range of industries.

From digital strategies to applications services to big data 
management and analytics, we’ve worked with our clients to 
survive today’s business disruptions by providing them data 
driven digital transformation solutions that really make the 
change happen.

ABOUT
BBI


